INSTRUCTIONS:
On this page is an exercise in making lines in squares. Do NOT begin until you are told to do so.

You are to make three lines like these || in each of the squares below. The lines should be made as quickly as possible. Finish each box before going on to the next one. Work as fast as you can until told to stop. Work from left to right in each row. If your pencil point breaks, use your other pencil and keep working.

The first three squares have been done for you. You will be allowed 10 seconds to do the other squares. Work as fast as you can. Do NOT stop to make corrections.

STOP!  DO NOT GO ON TO THE NEXT EXERCISE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

Below is another exercise like the one you have just done. You will be allowed 10 more seconds to make the same three lines in as many more squares as you can. See if you can go faster this time.

STOP!  DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
On the back of this page is another exercise exactly like this. Work as fast as you can. This time you will have 60 seconds.